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Eight Miles High and Falling Fast
Paths of Glory e. .O n November 29, 1995, when

Travelers won a bidding war to
acquire Aetna's property/casualty
operations for $4 billion, it was

universally acknowledged that not only was
this a great deal, but it was a harbinger of
other great deals. On the New York Stock
Exchange, Travelers' shares surged 6.8% to
587/8 (an impressive showing for a stock that
had already risen 75% in the previous 12
months), and The Wall Street Journal duly
noted that the Aetna transaction, which had -

not been unexpected, was "applauded" by

investors. So great was the feeling of well-
being on the Street that the shares of Cigna
Corp.-another messy multi-line insurer-
jumped 3.9% on the speculation that it
too might be able to unload its sickly prop-
erty/casualty operations.

Although the insurance industry is gen-
erally considered stodgy and stagnant, insur-
ance stocks, which have gained about 40% Printers working overtime to manufacture new stock certificates for
in the last year, have been anything but. In insurance companies to issue in public offerings.

fact, the insurance industry appeals to many is populated by fat, bureaucratic behemoths. One, noting Continental's unrealized losses
investors because it is not well run, because it In making the case for insurance and weak reserves, speculated that the deal

stocks-as many are now doing-certain might be driven by some tax strategy
T A B L E 0 F C O N T E N T S buzzwords invariably appear: consolidation, whereby CNA's parent, Loews, could offset
Eight Miles High and Falling Fast: expense reduction, restructuring, and ratio- insurance losses with gains in its cigarette
The insurance industry is in favor these days, nalization. Even the oft-skeptical Forbes operations. Another, writing in Business
adtamanobeagothn.........Spinning Gold into Straw: The annuity jumped on the bandwagon recently and put Insurance, quipped that the combination
husiness is too attractive for its own good.....3 a smiling bull on its cover, along with the of CNA and Continental was a case of
'Superlative Business Opportunity'?: headline: "Bank stocks had a tremendous "1 +1=.8." At Emerson, Reid's Insurance
Thoughts on the catastrophe-reinsurance cycle•'A surfeit of surplus? .............................. 5 rise. Are insurance stocks next?" Observer, where cranky contrarianism is
Have We Got a Deal for You: In a sweet- The mood was vastly different fifteen always the norm, we bucked the trend and
heart deai for certain investors, AIG set up a tinywhn rcmedd sokou
Barhados reinsurer and ceded it $i hillion months ago, on December 8, 1994, whn rcmmne oews'sok pointingou
of reserves ...................................... 6 CNA struck a deal to purchase crippled that Larry Tisch, who controls the company,
All in the Family: Herhert Kaufman huilt Continental Insurance for $1.1 billion. The "knows that the best time to buy some-
one of the largest surplus-lines hrokers in the
country, but he put his family's financial inter- Wall Street Journal, for example, quoted one thing is when nobody else wants it." (As the
ests ahead of those of his shareholders....... 8 pudtasaigtathdelws"xl- dgeosbytrwasinheitr.
The Insurance Beat: UNUM's had timin pnigssyn htteda a ecl aaegebysrwht ntewne.

*Travelers' pissed-off actuaries, and more ... l lent news for Continental." Other analysts Perhaps the best measure of the malaise
seemed genuinely puzzled by the deal. on December 8, 1994, however; was CNA's
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own stock, which closed within spitting dis- What can insurance companies do to
tance of its four-year low, at 631/4. The mar- Dow Jones Properly/Casualty Index counteract this? They could increase under-
ket, in its collective wisdom, was valuing People in the business can gripe about catastrophes, writing profits-but how? They could cut
CNA at $3.9 billion-considerably less than the soft market, regulation, and environmental liabilities, costs faster than their competitors, but
its $4.5-billion book value. (CNA recently but in fact, it's been a great 13 years for insurancestocks. Since June 30, 1982, the Dow Jones property/ they're already trying to do that. (Only Bill
traded at $116, giving it a market value of casualty insurance-stock index has grown at a 17.05% Berkley spoke about spending money to
$7.17 billion.) On that same day, Aetna's compounded annual rate, not including dividends, improve underwriting results.) Or they
shares changed hands at $443/4, giving it a could invest in riskier, higher yielding secu-
market value of $5 billion-only $1 billion 8oo rities. Part of the problem, at least from our
more than what Travelers is now paying for vantage point, is that bonds just don't look
the troubled property/casualty business. 600 7L- like attractive investments right now, and

From today's perspective, it's easy to . . insurance companies, for better or worse, are
see that the pessimism that gripped insur- 400 fixed-income buyers. Whether int
ance investors was too extreme. The ques- ... , will decline further is anyone's guess, but it's
tion that begs to be asked, however, is 200 safe to say that there's a lot more
whether the current optimism is equally 0 . than there used to be. And if interest rates
unwarranted. 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995unwaraned.move upwards, or the stock market--some-

Certainly, there are a few positives to the day, somehow-actually goes down...
industry. Private-passenger auto insurance, profitable when rates were higher, thereby In the meantime, insurance companies,
which represents 38.8% of the industry's thwarting their own efforts to achieve supe- investment bankers, mutual funds, lever-
premiums, has been good for several years, rior returns. In that respect, underwriting is aged-buyout artists, and securities analysts
and will be this year as well. Workers comp, something like investing: good returns are eagerly seeking insurance stocks to buy,
which is 10.2% of the industry's volume, attract an influx of capital, which serves to insurance deals to invest in, and insurance
also has been good, but is turning sour as depress future results. companies to take over.
insurers engage in brutal competition. Although underwriting is certainly While we aren't selling everything, we
That's not surprising. In the insurance- important, it isn't the reason that money can't shake the feeling that as far as the
underwriting business, good news must be flows into the insurance industry. Few industry is concerned, it's 12 o'clock high
tempered by the realization that it is gener- insurance companies make money under- on a hot summer day. And.. .oh yes, every-
ally the result of cyclical factors, and will writing; the profits come from investments, body is buying straw hats. U

not be repeated every year. Underwriting But one must bear in mind that stocks and
profits, whether in auto, comp, or hole-in- bonds have been in a long-term bull market Best's Moving Targ
one coverage, soon attract the attention of since 1982, when the Dow Jones bottomed
competitors, who drive down returns by out at 776. (It is now 5500.) Long-term In 1995, A.M. Best quietly revised the defi -
cutting prices on business that was very bonds have performed almost as well as nition for its B and B- designations, mak-

stocks, as interest rates have gone from 14% ing it the second time in three years that
to 6%. Since insurance companies are, in the meaning of the rating has changed.
essence, l e bIn 1993, B and B- companies were
essence, leveraged bond funds, the result defined as having "good" overall perfor-iE ERSoINs has been stunning: the Dow Jones proper- mance and a "current ability" to meet

I N S U R A N C E 0 B S E R V E R ty/casualty index has grown from 100 on their obligations to policyholders, but

David Schiff, Editor and Writer June 30, 1982, to 838 at the end of 1995. were considered "susceptible" to unfavor-
Penny Kappas, Circulation Manager Although most wouldn't consider 1995 able changes in underwriting or economic

conditions.Tom Smith, Graphic Design to have been a banner year for the proper- In 1994, B and B- companies wereJohn Cauman, Copy Editor ty/casualty industry, it was, in fact: surplus thrown into the newly created "vulnerable"
Illustrators: Victor Juhasz, Vasilios Zatse grew 15.9%, from $190.6 million to $224 bil- category and were defined as having only
Emerson, Reid's Insurance Observer in published six • lion. Realized and unrealized capital gains an "adequate ability" to meet their obliga-
times a year by Schiff Publishing, Inc. d .~tions to policyholders. Had Best stopped

10 Clumus Crcl accunt or uiO0 t1 OS.there, this new definition would have clear-
New York, N.Y. 10019 At a recent ISO get-together, six insur- ly represented a significant downgrading.
Telephone: (212) 765-2103 ance-company CEOs discussed what they But in a move that may have been designed
Fax: (282) 246-0876
E-mail: david@emersonreid.com thought were the pressing challenges of the to lessen the sting of the downgrade, Best
Subscriptions are $99 for one year. next five years: catastrophes, reducing clouded the meaning by adding the caveat

that B and B- companies "may be vulnera-
©Schiff Publishing, Inc., 1996. expenses, harnessing technology, and so ble" to unfavorable changes in underwrit-

All rights reserved, forth. Only Bill Berkley, the sagacious chair- ing or economic conditions.
Copyright notice and warning: man of W. R. Berkley, touched on the flip Best corrected this ambiguity in 1995
It's a violation of federal copyright law to reproduce
all or part of this publication. This means you're not side of the bond rally, namely, that low by stating flat out that B and B- companies
allowed to photocopy, fax, or duplicate by any other interest rates are going to depress earnings, "are vulnerable" to unfavorable changes in
means the contents of this publication, Violations of udrrtn reooi odtos
copyright law can lead to damages of up to $100,000 That, of course, is part of the insurance- udrrtn reooi odtos

You anhowver useshot qo- ompay abon-maketEighty-three property/casualty compa-per infringement. o a,hoeeuesrtq- cmpn conundrum: abn-retrally ne n 9lf/elhcmaishv
nations from this material with credit given to David •ne n 9lf/elhcmaishv
Schiff and Emerson, Reid's Insurance Observer, fattens balance sheets, but it puts the in- ratings of B or B-.

_____________________________ come statement on a Slim-Fast diet.
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S pin n in g n to tra shares of Conseco, a major writer of annu-S ities, from "buy" to "hold" because of his
concerns about its proposed acquisition of

Annuities: Lookingfor a Reason to Believe Kemper. (Conseco promptly dumped
Merrill Lynch as its investment banker,W• " ,'re have always been at odds 1994, total life-insurance reserves were and Spehar moved to Lehman Brothers

Swith the annuity business, only $468 billion, and the life-insurance the following year. Soon after Spehar left,
for a number of reasons. industry's surplus was just $136 billion. Conseco rehired Merrill Lynch as its

N V Annuities are investment Whether the annuity business, despite investment banker.)
products-often not particularly good its rapid growth, is a good business, how- Although the annuity business has
ones-and their appeal hinges on their ever, is a question that one who is con- grown rapidly, top-line growth doesn't
magical tax-deferral properties, which we cerned with the insurance industry's prof- necessarily translate into profits. Spehar
believe are overrated. Much like bank- itability, solvency, and investment calculates that the average annuity com-
ing, credit cards, and currency exchange, prospects, must ponder. According to a pany needs to earn 170 basis points over
the annuity business is a spread business: recent report, Search out the Good Shep- its cost of funds to achieve an 11% return
to make money, an insurance company herds of Shareholder Funds, by Lehman on equity, and a 200 basis-point spread to
must take in funds at one rate and invest Brothers analyst Edward Spehar, as a achieve 15%. Unfortunately, spreads cur-
them at a higher rate. In doing so, it must result of the low barriers to entry, higher- rently average a measly 1.05 to 125 basis
make assumptions about the duration of growth markets such as annuities "often points. In the good old days of the 1980s,
its assets and liabilities and the duration insurers could make a 170 basis-point
and credit quality of its investments. "There's a fine line spread and actually earn a 15% return on
History has shown that assumptions of equity because of the higher interest
these sort are easy to make, but difficult in the life-insurance rates they earned on their capital that
to make accurately. Finally, the annuity supported the business, and because the
business tends to attract a gamier sort of industry between rating agencies required less capital to
player than does, say, the business of run- support the business.
ning a trust company. earnings growth that To increase its spread, the industry

That said, we admit that the annuity could invest in more speculative securi-
business appears highly desirable, per- creates shareholder ties or reduce its crediting rates. The first
haps too much so for its own good. It is choice would be a difficult one, since it
the money business, after all, and it has value and earnings was the toxic investments of the 1980s
been booming. Over the years, life-insur- that brought many insurers to their knees
ance companies have de-emphasized the growth that destroys it." in 1990 and 1991. The second choice
mortality and morbidity business and isn't much better. If insurance companies
focused instead on the "asset accumula- produce uneconomic returns." Spehar were to lower crediting rates for annuity
tion" business. The United States is un- contends that there's "a fine line in the holders who are locked in by surrender
dergoing a profound demographic shift: life-insurance industry between earnings fees, they might be accused of "bait and
by 2030, when the last baby boomer hits growth that creates shareholder value and switch tactics" by their field forces. (They
retirement age, this country will be crawl- earnings growth that destroys it." He can't lower crediting rates too much for
ing with geezers and biddies. Twenty- notes that the return on equity for fixed annuity holders who aren't locked in,
two percent of the population, or 65 mil- annuities is currently in the high single because that business might move else-
lion people, will be over the age of 65. digits-a level that happens to be below where.) As the annuity business matures,
This is, of course, no secret, and folks the industry's cost of equity capital. this "unlocked" segment becomes in-
have become increasingly concerned Spehar's negative sentiments are note-
with the ramifications of living too long worthy for several reasons. First, sell-sideAnuteArIn
rather than of dying too soon. Insurance analysts aren't usually given to negative Annuityconsiderations as a

companies, naturally, have exploited this. pronouncements, mainly because nega- 35 percntag.of.ispoablepersnal.ncom
(However, in an about-face, the life- tive pronouncements don't make money iiiiiiiii •

insurance industry recently rolled out a for their employers. ("Buy" recommen- 3.0l•••ii•i

$20-million advertising campaign that dations can generate commissions from 2.5t........
invokes the grim reaper and emphasizes anyone, but "sell" recommendations can 20

the risks of dying without adequate life only generate commissions from some-
insurance.) Between 1980 and 1994, indi- one who already owns that security.) 1.5.

vidual annuity reserves grew from $31.5 Second, although Spehar is now down onI
billion to $482 billion, group annuity the annuity business, he wasn't always
reserves grew from $140 billion to $612 that way. In 1994, when he was working 0.5

billion, and variable annuity reserves at Merrill Lynch, he was in the bullish7247688182 8889924

grew from $14.8 to $211 billion. To put camp. His opinions created quite a stir,
these figures in perspective, at year-end however, when he downgraded the Soorces: US Dept of Commerce, American Cooncit of Life tosorance
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creasingly important. In the last five a result of derivatives, and the investing
years, the percentage of annuity reserves Bull Market: Rapid Growth public-which is currently under the
that have minimal or no surrender char- in Variable Annuities influence of savants such as the Beards-
ges has grown from 15% to nearly 35%. Individual variable-annuity reserves town Ladies- "knows" that every invest-an a percentage ot individual fined-annuity renerven.
These reserves are to insurance compa- 30% . .. ment works out well in the long ti
nies what demand deposits are to banks. .. SunAmerica's founder and CEO, Eli

The industry faces another dilemma. 25.Broad, whose 12,000-square-foot, Frank
Notwithstanding the fact that spreads are 2o Gehry-designed postmodern abode was
inadequate, a key element to profitability featured in the March Architectural Digest,
is persistence. In putting on annuity busi- 15 recently told his shareholders that
ness, insurance companies incur signifi- SunAmerica, which is one of the largest
cant deferred acquisition costs that are issuers of annuities, defines its niche as
written off over the period that the annu- 5 "retirement savings." Broad noted that
ities are expected to remain in force. SunAmerica-whose stock appreciated
Insurance companies, therefore, must 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1,890% during the last five years-has
estimate how long an annuity will actual- Sources: Lehman Brothers, American Council of Life Insurance "developed a complementary, all-weather
ly stay on its books. But human behavior investment product line" that will "pro-
is hard to predict, and past results are not acquisition costs and, therefore, a decline vide strong results across a broad range of
necessarily indicative of the future. What in margins." Nor are variable annuities a financial- and interest-rate environ-
will surrender ratios look like if interest safe haven for insurance companies. If ments." Broad believes that to be suc-
rates rise 200 basis points? What if long- the stock market, by some mistake, were cessful in his business a company must
term rates rise faster than short-term actually to decline, it might lead to have a "broad-based, low-cost distribu-
rates, or the yield curve inverts? How will higher-than-expected withdrawals, tion system," "advanced technological
a financial crisis affect surrenders? How "which would lead to accelerated amorti- capabilities," and a "well-recognized
will people who bought annuities be- zation of acquisition costs." brand identity." Whether these will offset
cause of sky-high "teaser" rates feel a In sum, the past five years have been the ravages of a bear market, intense
few years down the road? No one knows perfect for annuity companies. Insurance- competition, and margin shrinkage is
the precise answers. company spreads widened because the questionable.

"If the upward trend in out-of- crediting rate on policyholder liabilities Although its seems obvious that a bear
surrender-charge fixed-annuity liabilities fell faster than did the rates that insur- market will nip some profits off variable-
uncovers overly optimistic assumptions ance companies earned on their assets. annuity companies (because fees are
about liability duration," writes Spehar, Credit quality hasn't been a big problem, based on account values), Spehar doesn't
"we could see accelerated amortization of there haven't been any major disasters as think "that investors fully appreciate the

potential for margin compression, which
could result from the accelerated amorti-Raging Bull zation of deferred acquisition costs and

AT A RECENT CONFERENCE attended by How terrific is his company's $624 mil- from the negative impact of operating
institutional investors, Stephen Hilbert, lion LBO fund? "Just about every com- leverage." If Spehar is correct-and we
who heads Conseco (see Emerson, Reid's mercial bank in the country is an have a feeling that he's on to something-
Insurance Observer, March 1994 and April investor." (Whether that's actually a ring- that competition has reduced the margin-
1995), presented a lovely vision of his com- ing endorsement is a matter of opinion. al returns in the asset accumulation busi-
pany's future. For starters, Hilbert, who has Whether the statement is even true, is
made scads of money with his leveraged something else.) ness to a level that's below the industry'sforays into the buying and selling of life- Hilbert also told the crowd that he cost of capital, then life-insurance compa-
insurance companies, showed that success "couldn't be more bullish" on Conseco's nies' pursuit of "growth for its own sake,"
clearly agrees with him. Looking trim and Medicare supplement business, and noting may, in actualiry, be destroying value that
healthy, the whites of his eyes shining out that he owned a ton of stock, declared "I has been built up over time.
from his deeply tanned face, he delivered don't think anything speaks the way man- It is human nature, especially in a bull
his patented spiel with oleaginous confi- agement ownership does." (He didn't both- market, to be optimistic, and the folks
dence. Whipping off figures without refer- er to mention that he'd sold $125 million
ring to notes, he showed slides document- worth of the stock in 1994, but had been who run insurance companies are all too
ing the 55% compounded annual growth of granted new options at the time of his sale.) human. They tend to believe that they
his stock over the previous five years. Hilbert projected that Conseco would can eke out better returns by restructur-

Speaking of the various products his corn- earn $7.00 per share in 1996 and said that ing, revamping, and embracing the
panies peddle (annuities, life/health, etc.), his "goal is to see our [stock] multiple at 12 new-even when their companies have
he noted that these lines "hedge themselves to 14 times earnings per share." Since the long and uninterrupted records of medi-
perfectly indifferenteconomiccycles." stock was at $66 at that moment, for ort.Drn ulmres aae

As for internal growth, it would be Hilbert's "goal" to be reached, Conseco's ort.Drn ulmres aae
"25%" in the future. Although that's a stock would have to trade between $84 and ments' enthusiasm tends to spread, and it
mighty big number, he didn't flinch when $98 this year and $105 and $122 next year. is embraced by investors and annuity
he said it. It will have to go there without us. buyers.

But bull markets don't last forever. U
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'Superlative Business Opportunity'? A Surfeit of Surp
Catastrophe Reinsurers Just Say Yes When a host of offshore catastrophereinsurers were formed a few yeasbak

recent issue of our favorite publi- surance Report, that "the CEA has agreed to we were told that these companies were
cation, Grant' Interest Rate Ob- the $575-million premium level in the "different"--that unlike the fools who
server, provided a wonderful interest of presenting the reinsurance mar- had mistakenly plunged into the insur-

description of the cycles of lend- ket with a superlative business opportunity. ance business in previous years, this

ing and borrowing: "The classical [credit] The CEA understands it must do so to new capital was not "naive," and that

cycle begins with the word 'no.' It pro- attract $2 billion of reinsurance capacity." unlike the general public, which has a

ceeds to 'perhaps,' and 'the committee Whether one should take the CEA at its sorry habit of buying at the top il
ing out at the bottom, this new aia

does not seem averse.' It ripens at last into word is debatable; nonetheless, many rein- was "patient."
'yes,' and, finally, 'yes!' Then it begins all surers have indicated considerable interest One worry bandied about was that

over again. At the start, the marginal trans- in participating in this "superlative busi- these new companies would have too
action goes unfunded; by the end, it is ness opportunity." Phoenix Re and Partner much capital for their own good-that

funded to excess." Re, for example, are willing to risk 15% and they would soon venture into other
While it's hard to pinpoint our exact 12.1%, respectively, of their GAAP capital. businesses that might be less profitable

whereabouts in the catastrophe-reinsurance (Thank you, Dowling & Partners.) than writing catastrophe reinsurance in a
hard market. Given that catastrophe

cycle, it seems safe to say that we're closer The absence from this deal of Berkshire have been sofen that cat

to "yes!" than to "no." A case in point: Hathaway's National Indemnity is note- strophe reinsurers have been very suc-

when the California Earthquake Authority worthy. When the price is right, the compa- cessful the last few years, one may want
(CEA) recently went into the market to ny is willing to step up to the plate with far to ponder a few recent transactions.
obtain coverage for $2 billion aggregate bigger limits than anyone-say $1 billion. PartnerRe recently announced that it

coverage excess of $4 billion over two But when the price isn't right, the company would repurchase 5,000,000 shares of its

years, it hired E.W. Blanch to arrange the is willing to sit out the season. common stock. (Why didn't it think of
deal. (The fact that $2 billion of capacity is Perhaps the willingness of so many rein- this last year when the stock was 35%rein cheaper?) Mid Ocean will acquire

now available is telling; as recently as a surers to take a piece of the CEA's risk is Brockbank Group, a major Lloyd's man-
couple of years ago capacity was one-tenth indicative of the efficient market at its aging agency, and Tempest Re, after

that level.) Blanch successfully rounded up best: the prospect of "superlative" returns failing to diversify into lines that weren't

a host of reinsurers-from ACE to entices capacity to enter the market. On correlated to catastrophes (e.g., buying

Zurich-to participate in the deal and the other hand, perhaps the superlative Methuen, a Lloyd's managing agency)
share in the $575-million premium. One returns that catastrophe reinsurers have is being sold to ACE, which is buying

signing on for $100 million of risk receives earned in the past few years have served to Methuen.
The catastrophe reinsuranc. ui

$14.38 million of premium per year. sharpen competition and loosen underwrit- Te castrophe reinsura
Whether this reinsurance is cheap or ing standards to the point that underwriters ness in the world for the last thre s

dear depends on one's perspective. The are beginning to stretch for returns to justi- The next few years are unlikely to be

offering document for the reinsurance con- fy their jobs. so good.
tract discloses, according to Property In- We shall see. __

I'M CEO OF A ý3(G- (N'WRANCE LWE WERE UNiERIZE5ERVEP IN THE PAST rTW'E AULS LAN NG-fb To
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Have We Got a Deal for You ment is the idea that by getting investors
• to stick $60 million into a start-up

AIG's U aBarbados insurance company, AIG wouldAIG's UnusualoRtelationship with Coral Reinsurance be able to cede billions of dollars of its
U.S. reserves, thereby improving its

"• are sitting at your desk pon- accredited investors" to participate in a financial appearances by apparently
dering various investment oppor- no-risk sweetheart deal. Whether Hank removing this risk from its balance sheet.

f tunities when Hank Greenberg Greenberg actually talked to the investors, It is unclear why AIG found it neces-
.5. calls. Greenberg, as we all know, who were a bunch of corporate bigwigs, is sary to set up a Barbados company to do

is the tough-as-nails chief honcho at Amer- not known, and AIG has declined to com- this, and why it decided to let certain
ican International Group and a living leg- ment on the matter. But it is safe to investors into this deal on a risk-free
end in the insurance business. He has built assume that Greenberg was well-versed in basis. The investors include the Arkansas
AIG, of which he is only the second chairman the details and approved the transaction. Development Finance Authority; Abeille
in its 77-year history, into one of the world' The deal in question was the issuance Re; L. Donald Horne, chairman of
great insurance organizations and one with of 1,000 shares of common stock, for a Mennen Co.; Charles Locke, chairman of
an unrivaled international scope. The com- total of $60 million, to establish Coral Morton Thiokol; Kenneth Pontikes,
pany earned $2.5 billion last year and its Reinsurance Company Ltd., a Barbados- chairman of Comdisco; David Reynolds,
shares, since being sold to the public in 1969, domiciled company that would reinsure chairman of Reynolds Metals; John
have appreciated at a compounded annual certain risks from several of AIG's insur- Richman, chairman of Kraft; and Samuel
rate of 17.7%, making Greenberg a billion- ance companies. At year-end 1995, AIG Zell, chairman of Itel.
aire. When Greenberg calls, you-pick up the had an estimated $800 million to $1 bil- Under the terms of the deal, the
phone immediately. lion of reinsurance recoverable from investors were offered the opportunity to

"Hi Hank, "you say with eagerness as well buy units of 67 shares of common stock for
as trepidation. "It' nice to hearfrom you." Why did AIG allow $4,020,000 a unit. The investors were not

"Mr. Greenberg will be with you in one required to shell out one red cent, howev-
moment," the voice at the other end of the line certain corporate bigwigs er, because Sanwa Bank would finance
responds., their investment with non-recourse loans

When Greenberg comes on, he barks a to make a risk-free secured solely by the investors' Coral
quick hello and begins talking. "We're setting shares. In other words, investors did not
up a reinsurance company in Barbados investment in Coral have to put up any funds or risk any
that's going to write $500 million of business money, but were nonetheless granted
ceded by AIG. Under the reinsurance treaties, Reinsurance? 100% ownership of Coral.
the reinsurer's loss is limited and a stop-loss Coral would then take the investors'
arrangement will be in place so that the rein- Coral, making Coral a major reinsurer of $60-million "investment" and place it in
surer is guaranteed to make money." AIG's business. (AIG's relationship with certificates of deposit issued by Sanwa

"Gee Hank," you say admiringly, "that' Coral was first reported in a 1995 Business bank. These CDs, which would be "held
really interesting. If there's anything I can Insurance article by Douglas McLeod.) outside of Barbados," paid interest at the
do-" AIG has claimed that it is not an LIBOR rate for 90-day U.S. deposits. The

"The structure of this deal is clever. In- owner of Coral and that it deals with the investors were charged interest on their
vestors won't have to put up any money. company on an arm's-length basis. non-recourse loans at a rate that equaled a
We've lined up a bank to provide financing Indeed, AIG's statutory filings list Coral 37.5 basis-point spread over that which
at no risk." as an unaffiliated reinsurer, and Coral does they received on their Sanwa CDs.

"Hank, that's brilliant--" not appear on AIG's organization chart. Once financed, Coral would receive
",You can have $4-million worth of the There is no question, however, that AIG "approximately $480 million" of reinsur-

deal," Greenberg continues. "You won 't be has a cozy relationship with Coral. Not ance premiums from AIG. Under these
risking a cent. Nothing but profit." only has its Barbados subsidiary, Amer- reinsurance treaties, Coral's maximum

You are stunned. Hank Greenberg, the ican International Management Coin- loss in a given year would be $950 mil-
toughest man in the insurance business, is let- pany, managed Coral's operations, but lion, but that was then reduced to $480
ting you in on this sweetheart deal. "God bless AIG was responsible for Coral's genesis. million via a stop-loss agreement with
you, Hank," you blubber. "You're too kind. The 198-7 prospectus states that "AIG's Munich Reinsurance Company. "The
We ntust get together, perhaps over din-" interest in creating [Corall is to create a 'stop-loss' is designed to insulate Coral

"Don't have time. Our people will fill you reinsurance facility which will permit its from reinsurance risk in excess of the
in on the details." Click. U.S. companies to write more U.S. pre- amount available from the $480 million

miums. For a U.S.-domicited company, a of premiums paid annually and the
While this conversation sounds like high Level of statutory surplus is required investment income generated thereby,"

pure fantasy, it isn't. According to a 1987 to support insurance premiums in accor- reads the prospectus. In other words,
Confidential Private Placement Memo- dance with U.S. statutory requirements. C3oral would take in $480 million in rein-
random, AIG did set up a company in The statutory requirements in Barbados surance premiums and pay our $480 mil-
Barbados and did allow certain "selected are less restrictive." Implicit in this state- lion in losses.
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Coral's investors, however, would (37.5 basis points, or $15,075) and various Companies, a Canadian brewing conglom-

profit through the receipt of an annual fees and commissions ($40,200 the first erate. This is noteworthy because

"2% risk premium" on their "equity year and $20,100 thereafter). The result: Marshall Cohen, Molson's CEO, has

investment" (the $60 million that Sanwa an investor's profit would be $25,125 in served on AIG's board of directors since

lent them). From this 2%, the investors the first year and $45,225 in each subse- 1992. Curiously, AIG's proxy statements
would pay Sanwa various fees and com- quent year-with absolutely no risk. have not disclosed what would appear to
missions that equaled 50% of the "risk Under the terms of the deal, the be a potential conflict of interest: Cohen's
premium" in the first year and 25% in investors' stock could be redeemed for the involvement with one of AIG's largest
each subsequent year. price that they paid, and that is apparently reinsurers, Coral Reinsurance.

The bottom line: an investor who pur- what happened in early 1991. According It is not clear exactly what kind of
chased a $4,020,000 unit would receive an to the Business Insurance article, at that business AIG was ceding to Coral, al-
$80,400 annual "risk premium." Offset- same time stock was issued to several new though various documents included in
ting this would be the cost of the loan investors, among them The Molson the prospectus give some indication. For

example, a quota share replacement
agreement between the National Union
pool and Coral states that Coral will

CONFIDENTIAL MEMORANDUM NO. "accept all 'loss and premium liability'
PRIVATE PLACEMENT MEMORANDUM NAME that had been previously ceded to various

1,000 Shares prior reinsurers whereby the company has
or would incur a financial loss because of

CORAL REINSURANCE COMPANY LTD. the inability of such prior reinsurers to
Common Stock pay amounts due or to become due by

reason of 'financial impairment' or 'gov-

THIS PRIVATE PLACEMENT MEMORANDUM HAS BEEN PREPARED SOLELY FOR THE ernment regulation."' Other agreements
BENEFIT OF SELECTED ACCREDITED INVESTORS IN CONNECTION WITH THE PRIVATE call for AIG to cede pre-1986 losses ema-
PLACEMENT OF 1,000 SHARES OF COMMON STOCK (THE "COMMON STOCK") OF nating from professional liability business
CORAL REINSURANCE COMPANY LTD. ("CORAL" OR THE "COMPANY"). THE RECIPIENT written in Divisions 65 and 66, and 1987
OF THIS MEMORANDUM ACKNOWLEDGES THAT IN CONNECTION WITH HIS OR ITS
INVESTIGATION OF THE COMPANY HE OR IT WILL RECEIVE CONFIDENTIAL INFORMA-
TION. SUCH RECIPIENT BY ACCEPTING A COPY OF THIS MEMORANDUM AGREES THAT in Divisions 30, 35, 36, 65, and 66.
NEITHER HE OR IT NOR ANY OF HIS OR ITS EMPLOYEES SHALL USE FOR ANY PURPOSE AIG's dealings with Coral are intrigu-
OR DIVULGE TO ANY PARTY ANY SUCH INFORMATION AND SHALL RETURN THIS MEMO- ing for numerous reasons. For starters,
RANDUM AND ALL COPIES OF THIS MEMORANDUM AND SUCH INFORMATION TO GOLD- they have benefited AIG by allowing it
MAN, SACHS & CO. (THE "SELLING AGENT") PROMPTLY UPON REQUEST. THIS MEMO-
RANDUM IS NOT TO BE REPRODUCED OR REDISTRIBUTED. to write more U.S. business without

having more statutory surplus. Although
THESE SECURITIES HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OF AIG may have followed the letter of the
1933, AS AMENDED (THE "ACT"), OR APPROVED BY THE SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE law in these transactions, it appears to
COMMISSION OR THE REGULATORY AUTHORITY OF ANY STATE NOR HAS SUCH COM- have sidestepped the spirit of the law
MISSION OR ANY REGULATORY AUTHORITY PASSED ON THE ACCURACY OR ADEQUACY
OF THIS MEMORANDUM. ACCORDINGLY, THE SECURITIES ARE OFFERED ONLY IN.
TRANSACTIONS EXEMPT FROM REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS UNDER THE ACT. THIS ceded to a third party). On the other
MEMORANDUM DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AN OFFER IN ANY JURISDICTION IN WHICH AN hand, since Coral appears to be little
OFFER IS NOT AUTHORIZED. more than a shell over which AIG has de

facto control, it seems that-absent tax
. .. . . . or regulatory considerations-AIG was

* S. * .not accomplishing anything of economic
substance that it couldn't have accom-

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS MEMORANDUM HAS BEEN OBTAINED FROM plished otherwise. Knowledgeable
THE COMPANY AND AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC. ("AIG"). NO REPRESENTA- sources who preferred not to be quoted
TION OR WARRANTY IS MADE, HOWEVER, AS TO THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS (in the words of one, "I like my job")
GF SUCH INFORMATION, AND NOTHING CONTAINEDX IN THE MEMORANDUM IS, OR sgetdta h oa rnato a

SHALL BE RELFED UPON AS A PROMISE OR REPRESENTATION AS TO THE FUTURE. CER- sgetdta h oa rnato a
TAIN PROJECTIONS ARE PRESENTED IN THIS MEMORANDUM AND, ALTHOUGH IT IS driven by tax reasons.
BELIEVED SUCH PROJECTIONS ARE REALISTIC, NO REPRESENTATION CAN BE MADE AS Perhaps the most galling aspect of the
TO THEIR ATTAINABILITY. Coral deal is that it was offered to

"selected accredited investors" and not
GOLDMAN, SACHS & CO. to, for example, Emerson, Reid's Insurance

DECEMBER 1, 1987 Observer. But one thing is certain: if Hank
Greenberg offers to let us into his next

_________________________________________________ no-risk deal, we'll gladly sign on. U
To receive a•copy of the Coral Reinsurance prospectus, send

AIG claims to deal with Coral at arm's length, but the praspectus-indicates otherwise, a check for$1O to "Emerson, Reid's-Insurance Observer."
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A ll in the Fam ily. for its opinion, then did what investment
bankers in these situations almost alwaysdo--produced a pile of meaninglestai s

H. W. Kaufman Shafts Investors With Inside Deal tics that "prove" the deal is fair.
H. W. Kaufman is an attractive company.W ,Then buying stock in a publicly special committee to review the offer, "to Since 1990, its earnings have grown from

held insurance brokerage, one assure that it is in the best interests of the 14¢ per share to 65¢, and its return-on-equity
hopes that the company will shareholders." has averaged 28.4%. Total revenues are
achieve solid growth. One Three weeks later, on May 26, H. W. close to $34 million. Nonetheless, Roney

expects, however, that no matter how the Kaufman announced that it had signed an and Co. opined that it was fair for H. W.
company fares, its management will treat agreement to be acquired by AJK Enter- Kaufman's shareholders to receive only
the shareholders fairly and safeguard their prises for $8.20 per share, and fessed up $28.3 million for their shares, or just 83% of
interests. That, as we know all too well, is that AJK Enterprises was owned by Alan J. revenues and 12.6 times earnings. (If one
not always the case. Kaufman, Herbert Kaufman's 47-year-old adjusts earnings for the $1.1 million charge

Although Herbert W. Kaufman, the son (and a long-time director of H. W. for amortization of intangible assets, the p/e
CEO and controlling shareholder of H. W. Kaufman). According to a press release, the ratio drops to a less than ten times 1995
Kaufman Financial Group, built one of the deal would close in 90 days. earnings, a bargain-basement price and a far
largest surplus-lines brokers in the country, The actual terms of the deal remained a lower multiple than that of other publicly
he apparently had no qualms about putting mystery until mid-November-by this time traded brokers.) One of the main reasons
his family's financial interests ahead of the deal was scheduled to close in 1996- the special committee hired Roney was that
those of his shareholders. On January 4, when H. W Kaufman finally issued a proxy several members of Roney's corporate
1996, H. W. Kaufman was sold in an unusu- statement. It seems that finance department worked for First of
al transaction that, according to a recent sometime in early 1995, Michigan Corporation, which had under-
lawsuit, "grossly undervalued" the compa- Alan Kaufman had "indi- written H. W, Kaufman's 1989 public offer-
ny. (As a former shareholder, we concur in cated his desire to buy the ing. This fact is especially interesting,
that characterization.) Why would Herbert company." On February because when Roney's employees acted as
Kaufman allow such an occurrence to tran- s 14, H. W, Kaufman en- H. W. Kaufman's underwriter, they sold
spire? Perhaps it has something to do with tered into an agreement shares to the public at a valuation that
the fact that the purchaser of the company Hb Kf with him allowing his equaled 150% of revenues and 6.74 times
was none other than his son, Alan Kaufman advisors to perform EBITA, about 100% and 30% more, respec-

It isn't hard to see why one would want certain due diligence. H.W. Kaufman also tively, than the valuation they were now
to buy H.W. Kaufman; it's a rapidly growing agreed not to seek other buyers for 70 days. according H. W. Kaufman.
holding company that owns a number of On May 2, Alan Kaufman came back to Considering that H. W. Kaufman's earn-
specialty wholesale insurance brokers, H. W. Kaufman's board of directors with a ings were projected to grow 26% in 1996
including Burns & Wilcox, Casualty proposal to acquire the company for $8 per and 23% in 1997, it seems obvious that the
Underwriters, Floyd West & Company, share in cash. The board then appointed a company was worth far more than $8.20 per
Rathbone King & Seeley, and Howard- "special committee" composed of two out- share to a strategic buyer and considerably
James. Some 15,000 agents placed more side directors to evaluate the offer and more than $8.20 to a financial buyer-but
than $250 million in premiums with the negotiate on the company's behalf. not according to Roney. As part of its "fair
company in 1995, netting it about $30 mil- Three days later H. W. Kaufman finally market valuation," it concluded that H. W.
lion in commissions. H. W. Kaufman has got around to issuing a press release disclos- Kaufman didn't have "sufficient assets...to
485 employees in 37 offices, and maintains ing the takeover offer. That same day, the leverage for a financial buyer to be enticed
contracts with more than 400 insurance special committee hired Roney & Co., an into a transaction [at a higher price]."
companies, several of which allow it to act investment banking firm, to provide an The company's financials suggest other-
as a general agent with in-house binding opinion as to whether the $8 offer was wise. In the first place, Alan Kaufman's deal
authority. Best of all, it is solidly profitable. "fair" to the shareholders from a financial is a leveraged buyout--and an unusually
Net earnings have grown from $431,000 in point of view. Roney, who was paid $40,000 highly leveraged one, at that. AJK Enter-
1990 to $2,241,000 in 1995. Due to amorti -______________________________________
zation of intangible assets, 1995's EBITA Bargain Basement Brokerage: H. W. Kaufman Financial Group
(earnings before interest, taxes and amorti- Although H. W. Kaufman was projecting excellent earnings, its board of directors approved a saic of the
zation) was even more impressive, hitting company to the boss's son for $8.20 per share, just 10 times 1996 earnings, and 4.6 times 1996 EBITA.

$5.2 million, or $1.51 per share. ____________________________________________________

Given that H. W. Kaufman was on a Premiums $253,606 $291,647 $335,394 $385,703 $443,558
roll, it seemed particularly strange when, Commissions $30,154 $34,677 $39,878 $45,860 $52,739
on May 5, 1995, the company disclosed EBITA1 $5,200 $6,100 $7,060 $7,784 $8,641

that it had received an offer-it didn't say Net Income $2,241 $2,808 $3,467 $3,883 $4,360
from whom-to be bought out for $8 per EBITA/share $1.51 $1.78 $2.06 $2.27 $2.52

share, a modest 5.3 times E BITA. A press Net Income/share $0.65 $0.82 $1.01 $1.13 $1.27
i. Earnings before inreresr taxes and amortization. 2. Projection.

release said that its board had appointed a source:. H. W. Kaufman
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prises put up just $1 million of its own
money. The rest of the outside financing--
$20 million of senior debt and $4 million of HO"
subordinated debt--came from NBD bank "The Best Insurance Stuff Money C
and Lillian Kaufman (Herbert's ex-wife),
respectively. H. W. Kaufman's pre-tax cash The "Auto Insurance
flow, which is projected to be $6 million in Report" Yearbook
1996, provides debt-service coverage of Produced by Auto Insurance Report, this tome

about 3 to 1. Based on that alone, it seems M provides a comprehensive summary of the auto
likely that a higher price could have been d py granddaddy once told me that if you insurance market in all fifty states and D.C.

develop a reputation for getting up early, you Complete with regulatory and legislative
obtained. In a typical LBO, a buyer might can sleep all day. He was also fond of saying that reviews, market share and profitability data, and

put up 20% equity and borrow the rest. no one ever went broke selling the finest insur- more. Over 300 pages of information.
Assuming such a deal, a financial buyer ance stuff at the cheapest prices.

could have paid $38 million, or $11 per share Here at Mr. Pig's House of Insurance, we live "Signs of Insurance" $23
by that credo. We buy the best insurance stuff by By Edward R. Tufts and Lynne A. Leopold-Sharp

for H. W. Kaufman, and still have had rea- the truckload and pass our savings along to A lavishly illustrated hardcover histoty of insur-

sonable coverage. Here's how: a 20% equity friends like you. A lot of people ask us how we ance signs and their origins. Detailed descrip-

contribution would provide $7.6 million, and can give away "The complete Emerson, Reid' tions of nearly 1,200 signs representing 400

H. W. Kaufman's excess cash would provide Insurance Observe?' for only $125. Well, to tell you insurance companies. Fifty black-and-white illus-
$3.3 million. That would leave $27.9 million the truth, even I don't know exactly how we do it! trations and 111 in full color. 148 pages. Pub-

As always, we thank you kindly for your lished by the Fire-mark Circle of the Americas.

to be financed. Even if the acquiring com- patronage. And don't forget, if you're ever in An amazing bargain at this dirt-cheap spe-

pany paid an interest rate of 15% (AJK is Insuranceville, Kentucky, stop in at our brand cial price.

paying 275 basis points over LIBOR, or new factory-outlet store. The complete "Emerson,
about 8%), annual charges would still come #AR.* 914 Reid's Insurance Observer" $125
to just $4.18 million, leaving the company This package traces the Observer from its hum-

with $1.8 million of pre-tax cash flow to "Myth vs. Reality" $10 ble origin to its glorious present. A muf all

fund growth or pay down debt. A Critique of Conseco's Standards serious collectors. Seven years of ic as

Although H. W. Kaufman might have of Accounting and Accountability pieces, and prescient ponderings. (Caveat emp-

to many potential suitors, By Abraham Briloff the first ies were real
been attractive Read the words that Conseco tried to silence! tor: the first few issues were really ten

the board of directors took steps that mini- Briloff, the noted professor and author, dissects

mized the chance of a higher bid emerging. Conseco's clever accounting practices and bot- To order, either call us with your American

For starters, the proposed takeover wasn't tom-line boosters in a searing, albeit somewhat Express information or send a check or
American Express information to:

well publicized. Although the story was technical, analysis. Forty-one pages of hard-hit- Mr. Pig's House of Insurance
reported by the wire services, Business Insur- ting information. 10 Columbus Circle, Suite 2195
ance and National Underwriter didn't pick it A.M. Best Deposed $99 New York, N.Y. 10019

up. Furthermore, since Herbert Kaufman C. Burton Kellogg, Best's senior vice president, (212) 765-2103 Fax (212) 246-0876

describes the behind-the-scenes rating process If you have any great insurance stuff,. Mr.,Pgs os
owned the controlling block of shares, those of Insurance will consider selling it for you.iGiveus a
ownediar with the con i ng boknhar, those in a fascinating and revealing 207-page deposi- call and ask for Mr. Pig'S good buddy, David.
familiar with the company knew that no tion. (An excerpt appeared in the November Mr. Pig's House of Insurance is a division of Emers
deal could be completed without his ap- 1994 issue of Emerson, Reid's Insurance Observer.) Insurance Observer

proval. A potential bidder would have
thought that if Herbert Kaufman was really that the takeover price was "fair," and committee member Alan Barry, president of
interested in receiving a higher price, he 3) that there was an "apparent lack of inter- Brass-Craft Manufacturing; and special-
would have sought a buyer. Finally, the est by other possible bidders." The special committee member Jeffrey Barry, the
board made a halfhearted effort to elicit a committee even said that, because no bid- retired president of Walsh College, of which
higher bid: Roney & Co. was instructed, -\ / ders had emerged, it "did not believe Herbert Kaufman is a trustee.
to contact only the two companies that , that it would be worthwhile to fur- The result of all that is that Alan Kauf-
had expressed interest in H. W. Kauf- ._.•-x, •- ther seek a third-party acquirer for man now owns H. W. Kaufman at a bargain
man in the previous 18 months. (Nei- z_- the company." price. In all likelihood, the company will
ther was interested in bidding high- "•, The special committee then recoin- continue to generate profits, which will be
er.) If the board had really wanted to obtain mended the acceptance of the takeover used to pay down debt. And who knows, at
the best price, it could have hired invest- proposal. Although the directors had many some point in the not-too-distant future,
ment bankers to approach the numerous good reasons to vote down this transfer of Alan Kaufman may decide to cash in by
insurance companies, brokers, and financial wealth from father to son, they unanimous- selling the company or--who knows?-tak-
buyers that might have been interested. ly approved the deal. That's not surprising. ing it public. If, however, Alan Kaufman

On May 26, three weeks after AJK's Herbert Kaufman controlled 75% of the turns out to be a chip off the old block,
$8 bid had been made public, H. W. Kauf- company's stock and had hand-picked the potential investors may want to think twice
man's board of directors met and were told board, which included his sons Steven and before getting involved with him. And, at
the following: 1) that AJK's bid had been Alan (Alan abstained from voting); Gerald the very least, they may want to ask if he's
raised to $8.20, 2) that Roney & Co. had Horton, the company's executive vice got any sons that have "indicated" a "desire
performed various analyses and concluded president; Neal Zalenko, a CPA; special- to buy the company." U
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as the number one to go into.
Despite the high demand, being an

actuary isn't what it used to be, at least not
at Travelers. According to a welpad
to I"Every actuary there is pissed off

1~;: % %it file $#:to atoTraveers Acorin toawllpaebecause the company stopped giving them
T" H][ E I N S J R A N C ] B ] A T 100 hours of compensatory time, stoppedpaying for them to go to actuarial meetings,

Honest Abe's Annuities to increase its stake to 57%. and stopped paying their dues to the

"This investment is consistent with American Academy of Actuaries."
LINCOLN NATIONAL, the Fort Wayne, our interest in the gaming industry and in Keith Anderson, a spokesman for
Indiana based insurance holding company other industries which demonstrate the Travelers, confirmed that the company
that's the largest writer of individual annu- potential for superior returns," said Hilbert. doesn't pay its employees' professional
ities in the country, was founded by Arthur dues, but pointed out that its employees
Hall four score and 11 years ago, 40 years Rock Wise, Market Solid are paid quite well (at least those that
after Abraham Lincoln's death. Despite the haven't been laid off).
company's feel-good association with our ON OCTOBER 2, 1995, the Prudential In- Said Anderson, "This company's been
16th president, Lincoln National has no surance Company of America was finally very successful over the last couple of years:
more to do with Honest Abe than does able to unload its property/casualty reinsur- Who are we to argue with success?
Lincoln Continental, Lincoln Center, or ance holdings, which go by the name of
Lincoln Fried Chicken on West 125th Prudential Reinsurance Holdings. Al- Bad Timing?
Street. Nonetheless, Lincoln National though previously, Prudential Insurance IN A MOVE INTENDED TO "increase the
recently shelled out $6 million to build a had failed to find a buyer for the operation, efficiency of its capital" and "improve
new and improved 30,000-square-foot and had been unable to foist this laggard future operating returns," UNUM blew
Lincoln Museum in its headquarters. The off on the public, this time the market for out its entire $700-million comm s
museum will house Lincoln National's col- insurance stocks and initial public offerings portfolio in the second quarter of 1995.
lection of Lincoln memorabilia, which hap- was such that Prudential Insurance was Considering that the market has soared
pens to be the largest privately-held collec- able to dump its entire position, not just a about 25% since then, the decision to sell
tion of its kind in the world. percentage, as was originally planned. In seems, with the benefit of hind

At the risk of sounding like philistines, fact, the offering turned out to be a hot mature. On the other hand, the portfolio
we can't help but wonder whether Lincoln deal: it was priced at $163/4 and quickly was chock full of technology stocks, which
National's shareholders are really better traded up to $20. (It is now $241/ 2 .) took a beating in the second half of 1995.
off because the company spent $6 million One would assume that Prudential In- Robert Crispin, the company's execu-
for a museum. Says Ian Rolland, Lincoln surance, which is approaching $200 billion tive vice president, insists that the move
National's chairman and CEO, "We in assets and which is-at least in theory- had "nothing to do with timing. Nothing
believe that people will have a positive a sophisticated investor, had good reasons to do with our view of the equity markets.
feeling about Lincoln National because we for selling Prudential Reinsurance. In fact, We were able to enhance our risk-based
have this sensitivity to the heritage of one would assume that Prudential Insur- capital position by 30 points."
Abraham Lincoln." ance wouldn't have sold Prudential Rein- Why would a company with a strong

As Lincoln himself once said, "Public surance if it hadn't got a good price. Fur- business and an A++ rating from Best and
opinion in this country is everything." thermore, Prudential Insurance must have an AA from Standard & Poor's worry so

thought that it was better to be a seller of much about its balance sheet?Hoosier Horse Racing Prudential Reinsurance than to be a buyer. "We want to be prepared for the next
IT SEMSUNLIELYTHATCONECOthe Prudential Securities, Prudential In- negative industry move," says Crispin. "I

hiTh-SEEMS buNLIKEL THATer COnSEO then surance's troubled securities brokerage, don't want to be in a position that our rat-

apparently thought otherwise. A month ings might go down."wheeler-dealer of life-insurance companies, and a half after the offering, it rated By selling stocks and buying bonds,
would plunk down $6 million to honor the Prudential Reinsurance a "buy." UNUM will, in effect, free up $140 mil-
memory of anyone, when it could, instead, lion of capital in its insurance companies.
give that money to its senior executives, Pissed-off Actuaries This capital could be used for dividends
especially its chairman, CEO, and presi- or stock repurchases. (Wall Street is espe-
dent Stephen Hilbert. IT HAS BEEN SAID that an actuary is some- cially enamored of the latter right now.)

On December 20, Conseco, which now one who doesn't have enough charisma to Either of these courses, however, would
bills itself as a "diversified financial ser- become an accountant. Whether that's a weaken UNUM's statutory capital posi-
vices holding company" (perhaps on the fair description is subject to debate. What nion somewhat.
theory that such companies get a higher pie isn't debatable, however, is that these num- As the stock market makes new highs
multiple than mere life-insurance compa- ber-crunchers are in short supply. There are almost daily, it is painful to he left behind,
nies), announced that it had spent $2.8 mul- approximately 6,000 life/health actuaries sitting in bonds. But sometimes that's the
lion for a 10% interest in Hoosier Park, and 2,000 property/casualty actuaries in the price one pays for prudence.
Indiana's only pari-mutuel racetrack. United States. In 1992 and 1994, Jobs Rated
Conseco also received a three-year option Almanac identified the actuarial profession ':-.;
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The narrow cobblestone streets in New York's insurance dis-
trict assume a menacing look on a rainy midnight. The D Please send me six EiTwelve issues, a two-ea

nineto-iveboy arelon goe ad te niht atcmenissus, on-yer sbscrptin, or 180

t he shadrows andbthebac streets, concing N withrhis cnidn tiralc FiRM

sorcsinthdeado-fen allys aroff Maidne Landte andinh wthemesred ADRssueaoeya usrpin 1

subway stations beneath John Street. CITY/STATE/ZIP

Insurance is a dangerous beat, but an insurance reporter who
wants to make it in this town can't be afraid of plowing through a oN
pile of convention statements after hours or eyeballing some E]CHECK ENCLOSED [] AMERICAN EXPRESS

incurred-but-not-reported claims up close. It's dirty work, but Schiff CARD#

revels in it: it's his calling to crank out the iconoclastic musings, SIGNATURE

Emerson, Reid's Insurance Observer so successful that someday it mayeetunapoi.EES. E Ihr-tigaalsadfalsscm naistatavmde39

But Schiff doesn't want your sympathy.. .or your money. You E R O ,RI '
see, Emerson, Reid's Insurance Observer isn't for everyone. It's written
for a select audience of tough guys, intellectuals, hepcats, existen- INSURAN E OBSERVER
tialists, trumpet players, and pastry chefs who just happen to have a 10 Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10019
keen interest in insurance. Telephone (800) 827-2103 FAX (212) 246-0876

All others should think twice before subscribing.


